Abstract. A common method for computing the zeros of an n-th degree polynomial is to compute the eigenvalues of its companion matrix C. A method for factoring the shifted companion matrix C − ρI is presented. The factorization is a product of 2n − 1 essentially 2 × 2 matrices and requires O(n) storage. Once the factorization is computed it immediately yields factorizations of both (C − ρI) −1 and (C − ρI) * . The cost of multiplying a vector by (C − ρI) −1 is shown to be O(n), and therefore, any shift and invert eigenvalue method can be implemented efficiently. This factorization is generalized to arbitrary forms of the companion matrix.
1. Introduction. Finding the roots of an n-th degree polynomial is equivalent to finding the eigenvalues of the corresponding companion matrix. It has been shown in [1] that the companion matrix can be factored into a product of essentially 2 × 2 matrices. Moreover, these factors can be reordered arbitrarily to produce different forms of the companion matrix. Recently, methods have been proposed in [2] that exploit this structure to compute the entire set of roots in O(n 2 ) time.
For large n computing the entire set of roots may be infeasible. One option for computing a subset of the roots is to use a shift and invert strategy. We will show that the shifted companion matrix, the inverse of the shifted companion matrix and the adjoints of both these matrices can be written in a factored form that requires O(n) storage and can be applied to a vector in O(n) operations. This means that the inverse power method or any subspace iteration method can be used to compute a modest subset of the spectrum in O(n) time.
In Section 2, we introduce the idea of core transformation and describe the Fielder factorization. In Section 3, we state and prove the main factorization theorems. In Section 4, we extend the factorization to related operators. In Section 5, we give some numerical examples that illustrate the use of the factorization to compute a few roots of a polynomial of high degree. Fiedler showed that for an n-th degree, monic polynomial p(x) = x n + a 1 x n−1 + · · · + a n−1 x + a n the associated upper-Hessenberg companion matrix
can be written as a product of n core transformations, C = C 1 C 2 · · · C n−1 C n . For 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, the C i have the form where I k is the k × k identity matrix. For i = n, there is a special factor, C n = diag{1, . . . , 1, −a n }. Fiedler also showed that if the factors {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n } are multiplied together in an arbitrary order, the resulting product is similar to C and therefore can also be considered a companion matrix for p(x). In any such product, many of the factors commute, so we only need to keep track of the ones that don't. To do this we introduce the position vector p. This is an (n − 1)-tuple that takes the value p i = 0 if C i is to the left of C i+1 , and p i = 1 if C i+1 is to the left of C i .
The products of the C i are not unique to the position vector p since C i and C j commute if |i − j| > 1. This means the position vector p represents an equivalence class of companion matrices. For example, when n = 4, the product C = C 1 C 3 C 2 C 4 is equivalent to the products C 3 C 1 C 2 C 4 , C 1 C 3 C 4 C 2 and C 3 C 1 C 4 C 2 since they are all consistent with the same position vector p = {0, 1, 0}. Definition 2.1. Let {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G n } be a set of core transformations and let p be a position vector that describes the relative order of the G i . Any product of these core transformations that is consistent with p will be written as For the upper-Hessenberg companion matrix the factorization has position vector p = {0, 0, . . . , 0}. This means that C can be written as C = p {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n } = C 1 C 2 · · · C n . This is represented graphically in Figure 2 .1a as a descending sequence of core transformations. 
. This is represented graphically in Figure 2 .1c as a zigzag sequence of core transformations.
3. Factorization theorems. In this section, we will show that for the upperHessenberg companion matrix C there exists a sequence of 2n−1 core transformations whose product equals C − ρI. We will then extend the result to companion matrices with arbitrary position vector p. Before we state and prove the main results we introduce the Horner vector, h(ρ) ∈ C n . This vector contains all the intermediate steps used when applying Horner's rule to the polynomial p, at the shift ρ. The entries are defined recursively,
Notice that h n (ρ) = p(ρ). We also introduce two new types of core transformations:
for i = 1, . . . , n − 1,
for i = 1, . . . , n − 1, and H n = diag{I n−1 , −h n (ρ)}. Here I k is still the k × k identity matrix.
Theorem 3.1. For an n-th degree, monic polynomial, p(x) = x n + a 1 x n−1 + · · · + a n−1 x + a n , with a n = 0, the shifted, upper-Hessenberg companion matrix C associated with p(x), can be written as the product of 2n − 1 core transformations,
with H i and R i defined as in (3.2) and (3.3), respectively.
Proof. The case n = 1 is trivial, 
We compute the next factor by first performing an interchange of rows k and k + 1,
Then we use the correct Gauss transformation to eliminate the (k + 1, k) entry,
Combining the row interchange with the Gauss transform we get the factor H k , The last step is to eliminate the (k, k + 1) entry using another Gauss transform,
This core transformation is exactly R k ,
Putting it all together we get
which implies that 
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It should be noted that this factorization is a natural extension of the Fiedler factorization in the sense that when ρ = 0, H i = C i and R i = I for all i,
In order to extend the factorization to companion matrices with arbitrary position vectors p, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. For an n-th degree, monic polynomial, p(x) = x n + a 1 x n−1 + · · · + a n−1 x + a n , with a n = 0, the companion matrix C associated with p(x) and position vector p, has only one non-zero diagonal entry, namely
Proof. The case n = 1 and n = 2 are trivial. For the induction step it is sufficient to note that the k-th diagonal entry of C is uniquely determined by the factors C k−1 and C k and the (k − 1) entry of p. This is true because core transformations only act locally. For p k−1 = 0, the k-th diagonal of C is the k-th diagonal entry of
The importance of Lemma 3.3 is that every companion matrix formed via the Fiedler factors has the same main diagonal.
Definition 3.4. Let P i ∈ C n×n for i = 1, . . . , n be the following diagonal matrix When i = 0, P i = I n .
Corollary 3.5. For an n-th degree, monic polynomial, p(x) = x n + a 1 x n−1 + · · · + a n−1 x + a n , with a n = 0, the shifted, companion matrix C associated with p(x) and position vector p, can be written as
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 we know the main diagonal of C − ρI,
Now we subtract off ρP 1 and leave the rest of C − ρI in the matrix D,
Since C and D only differ in the (1, 1) entry D has the same off diagonal entries as C. The (1, 1) entry of C was determined by the factor C 1 . Replacing the (1, 1) entry of C 1 with −h 1 (ρ) transforms C 1 into H 1 . Therefore,the matrix D can be written as
and therefore,
Theorem 3.6. For an n-th degree, monic polynomial, p(x) = x n + a 1 x n−1 + · · · + a n−1 x + a n , with a n = 0, the shifted, companion matrix C associated with p(x) and position vector p, can be written as the product of 2n − 1 core transformations, Proof. The case n = 1 is the same as in Theorem 3.1. For n > 1, the induction step has two cases depending on the value of p k . For the first case, we start by assuming that p k = 0 and after k − 1 steps C − ρI has been factored as
where the A i and B i are chosen exactly as in the statement of the theorem. We begin by removing the factor H k exactly as in Theorem 3.1. This does not affect the rest of the C i for i > k + 1 because non-intersecting core transformations commute,
Let's take a closer look at the product ρH
This product can be written as
where
Since F k is non-zero only at the intersection of rows and columns k and k + 1, the only C i in the product p {I, C k+1 , . . . , C n } that F k interacts with is C k+1 . Computing 
Multiplying by the correct Gauss transform on the right to eliminate the (k, k + 1) entry we get
which is exactly
Putting this all together we obtain
and since
Using the induction hypothesis we get our result,
For the second case we start by assuming that p k = 1 and after k − 1 steps C − ρI has been factored as 
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We begin by removing the factor H k but this time we factor on the right since p k = 1 tells us that H k is to the right of C k+1 ,
Again taking a closer look at the product
Since F T k is non-zero only at the intersection of rows and columns k and k+1, the only C i in the product p {I, C k+1 , . . . , C n } that F k interacts with is C k+1 . Computing the sum we get
Multiplying by the correct Gauss transform on the left to eliminate the (k + 1, k) entry we get which is exactly
Putting this all together we get
and since (R
It should be noted that Theorem 3.1 is a special case of Theorem 3.6.
Example 3.7. (CMV factors). When n = 3 the shifted, CMV companion matrix with p = {1, 0} admits the factorization
Schematically, the factorization looks like (C − ρI) = when n = 5. The only difference from one shifted companion matrix to another is which side of the "V" a particular H i , R i or R 4. Extensions. In this section, we will see that this factorization gives easy access to some other operators. Remember what C − ρI looks like,
In order to use a shift and invert strategy to compute the roots it is necessary to have access to the inverse of the shifted operator. Here we get the factored inverse of the shifted matrix for free,
Example 4.1. (CMV factors). When n = 3 the inverse of the shifted, CMV companion matrix with p = {1, 0} admits the factorization
Some sparse eigenvalue methods, for instance unsymmetric-Lanczos, require access to the adjoint. We also get the factored adjoint for free,
The adjoint of the inverse is available as well,
It is interesting to note that all of these operators have a similar sparsity structure. More over the cost of applying any of these operators to a vector is the same. The cost to compute the Horner vector is roughly 2n. Once the Horner vector is computed each of the H i and R i or their inverses, transposes or adjoints must be applied to the vector. Since each of these core transformations requires 2 flops, except H n , the flop count sums to roughly 4n. So the total flop count for applying the operator is roughly 6n and only 4n if the Horner vector has already been computed. 5. Numerical experiments. In this section, we give two examples of using a shift and invert strategy to compute subsets of the roots of a polynomial of high degree.
To compute the roots we used the shifted inverse of the upper-Hessenberg companion matrix in conjunction with a version of the unsymmetric-Lanczos algorithm as outlined in [3] . The scaling coefficients were chosen such that the resulting tridiagonal matrix was complex symmetric. Its eigenvalues could then be computed using the complex symmetric eigensolver described in [4] . Implicit restarts were performed using a Krylov-Schur-like method described in [3] .
For the first example, we computed the 10 roots of the polynomial p(x) = x 10000 −i that are closest to 1. Since these roots are known, we can compute the relative error exactly. 3.05183754248373172 × 10 −5 + i1.0000017386494497 λ 10 −3.16622826310105848 × 10 −5 + i1.0000008488497327 Table 5 .2: Computed roots near i = √ −1 for a millionth degree random polynomial. Table 5 .2 shows the estimates of the 10 roots nearest i = √ −1 that were computed using our implementation. 6. Conclusions. We have shown that arbitrary shifted, Fiedler companion matrices can be factored into 2n − 1 essentially 2 × 2 matrices and therefore require O(n) storage. This factorization gives immediate access to the factorization of the inverse of the shifted companion matrix as well. We have also shown that the cost of applying either of these factorizations to a vector is O(n) making it possible to employ any shift and invert eigenvalue method efficiently.
